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THIS USER MANUAL
The contents of this user manual describe the functions of the
ECO Dryer 2.0 HP drying cabinet and how it should be used.
It also includes instructions for installation and maintenance.

NOTE. Keep this user
manual so it is always
available for future use.

PEKO Equipment Limited reserve the right to make
improvements and/or changes to the cabinet and to the
contents of this manual. Origination: 11/10/16

DATA PLATE DETAILS
Located inside the cabinet on the left hand side panel.

For Your Reference
Date of purchase:
___________________

Serial Number:
___________________

ADVICE ON SAFE OPERATION
This advice on safe operation has been compiled so that you can avoid incorrect use and unnecessary
risks of accidents and should be read before the drying cabinet is installed and used.
CAUTION: This equipment is only intended to be used to dry textiles washed in water.


After the cabinet has been installed and
connected you should wait at least three hours
before using it. This is to allow the oil in the
compressor to settle, thus avoiding any
damage.



Do not allow children to play in, on or with the
drying cabinet. Close supervision of children is
required when they are in the immediate vicinity
of the cabinet.



If the power cable is damaged it must be
replaced immediately. To avoid danger, this
work must only be performed by the
manufacturer’s service agent or a similarly
qualified person.





Do not install or store this cabinet where it will
be exposed to weather.



Do not tamper with the controls.



Do not dry articles that have been previously
cleaned in, washed, soaked or splashed with
petrol, or other flammable/ explosive
substances, as they give off vapours that could
ignite or explode.



The manufacturer accepts no liability for repairs
carried out:-

a) by unauthorised personnel
b) with the use of non-standard parts

Cleaning and maintenance must be carried out
by a competent person.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CABINET
The ECO Dryer 2.0 HP drying cabinet works by using a heat pump and has a dehumidifier unit, instead of
a conventional vented hot air unit. As a result, the washing is dried at lower heat and with substantially
lower energy consumption.
The cabinet is a fully enclosed system. No exhaust air connection is required. The moisture condenses
during the process, and the water that is formed is conveyed to a detachable water tank, or via a hose to
an external drain.
In addition, a powerful fan blows warm air onto the garments, which makes the drying process even more
efficient.
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AIR FLOW WITHIN THE CABINET

NOTE. Make sure that shoes
and similar items placed in the
cabinet do not block air flow.
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CONDENSATE
Condensation water can be discharged in two ways, either collected in a water catchment tank or
pumped directly to an external waste drainage system via a flexible hose.

WATER CATCHMENT TANK

The water tank can easily store the
condensate from a full wash. It should
be checked and emptied before each
new drying programme is started.

EXTERNAL WASTE DRAINAGE

The cabinet is supplied as standard with the condensate hose connected to the integral catchment tank.
To convert to discharging condensation to an external drain, proceed as follows:
1. Carefully pull the upper part of the hose out (around 2-3 cm).
2. Cut off the hose in the middle of the opening.
3. Assemble the new drain hose with the coupler provided in the assembly kit, as illustrated. Push the
hose on without hose clips. Place the drain hose in one of the recesses in the side panel.
4. To prevent the risk of back syphoning, make sure that the hose runs down to the floor and forms a
small water trap. Alternatively, fit a 10mm inline non-return valve (not supplied).
5. A washing machine-type standpipe and trap is recommended for external connection. The top of the
standpipe should be kept to a minimum to suit the external waste pipe, approximately 500 mm above
the finished floor.
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CONDENSATE
RECONNECTION TO WATER TANK
If you wish to reconnect the condensation water to the water catchment tank, all you need to do is connect
the two hoses together again with the coupler.
NOTE. Do not under any circumstances bend the hose so that water flow is restricted. Place the
drain hose in one of the recesses in the panel to help support the external drainage hose.

INSTALLATION
UNPACKING THE CABINET
The cabinet must be handled
carefully at all times.
RISK OF TIPPING OVER.
Check that the product has not been
damaged in transit. Any transit damage
must be reported to the dealer within 7
days.

After unpacking, check that the product is free of
faults. Damage, defects and any missing parts must
be immediately reported to the dealer.
Check that all transportation securing devices have
been removed before connecting the dryer.
Packaging materials such as plastic and polystyrene
should be kept out of the reach of children.

Complete delivery must include:
Cabinet with dehumidifier unit

User manual

Assembly kit for installing cabinet

Installation manual

Assembly kit:
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INSTALLATION
REVERSING THE DOOR OPENING
The cabinet is supplied with the door hinged on
the right-hand side, however the door can be
reversed if required.

If this is required, contact the
manufacturer or the manufacturer’s
service agent for detailed instructions.

LOCATION AND FIXING
The drying cabinet is only designed for operation indoors in a dry environment.
The drying cabinet should not be installed in a location
where high pressure water is used for cleaning.

LEVELLING
The drying cabinet should stand level on a flat surface,
resting on all four feet.
The feet can be adjusted by using adjustable pliers or a
17mm open-ended spanner.

ATTACHMENT TO WALL
The cabinet must be attached to a wall to prevent tipping over.
The assembly kit contains two angle brackets to be mounted on the top of the drying cabinet, as
illustrated. The brackets have slots for adaptation to the wall (e.g. to off-set from any obstructions behind
the cabinet).
Secure the cabinet to the wall. Screws for fixing, washers and plastic plugs are provided in the assembly
kit.
WARNING !
The drying cabinet should not be used without being screwed to a wall due to the risk of it tipping
forwards.

INSTALLATION
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
The cabinet is supplied ready for connection to the power supply with a UK style 3-pin plug complete with
a 10 A fuse.
Power supply rated at 220 – 240V single-phase 50 Hz.
The power cable is approx. 2.4m in length.
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INSTALLATION
The plug (and socket outlet) should be in an accessible position
for ease of removal. An alternative arrangement could be a
socket positioned above the cabinet with a separate fused switch
at worktop height.
Check that the supply current matches that stated on the
identification plate and that the mains lead is correctly earthed
according to the standards in force. We recommend that the
power supply is fitted with a residual current device (RCD).
The manufacturer cannot be held liable if the electrical
connections are not carried out as prescribed in this manual.

NOTE. Should the plug need to be replaced for any reason,
the wires in the mains lead are coloured in accordance with
the following code: Green and Yellow = Earth; Blue = Neutral;
Brown = Live.
The wire coloured green and yellow must be connected to the
terminal marked with the letter ‘E’, the earth symbol
, or
coloured green and yellow. The wire coloured blue must be
connected to the terminal marked ’N’ or coloured black. The
wire coloured brown must be connected to the terminal
marked ‘L’ or coloured red. If the fuse incorporated in the plug
needs to changed, then it should be replaced with a fuse
approved by ASTA to BS1362, rated at 10 A.

CONTROL PANEL

BUTTONS
This user interface has 4 touch buttons.
ON/OFF
START/STOP, starts and stops the programme. OK, confirms selection and moves on to next
menu level.
Increase the value or move in one direction through the programmes.
Reduce the value or move in one direction through the programmes.
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START-UP
Read this user manual before using
the drying cabinet for the first time.

WARNING! Read the safety advice on
page 3 before using the drying cabinet.

After the cabinet has been installed and connected you should wait at least three hours
before using it for the first time. This is to allow the oil in the compressor to settle. The
compressor may otherwise become damaged.
1.
2.
3.

Check that the cabinet is firmly attached to the wall. See page 8.
Check that no packaging material has been left behind.
Use a mild detergent with warm water and wash the inside and outside of the drying
cabinet. See the CARE section on page 13.

HOW TO LOAD THE WASHING
The cabinet contains three sets of hanging rails.
Each set has 10 bars on which to hang the washing.


Hang the items in the drying cabinet according
to how much space they require – not according
to their weight.



Fold back the middle and bottom sets of rails if
long garments are to be dried.



Hang gloves, hats, scarves and similar items on
the hangers attached to the inside of the door.



Slide the hanging rails forward to facilitate the
loading process. Push them back when not in
use and before closing the door.



Do not overload the drying cabinet. If you do, the
washing will become creased and dry unevenly.
Instead, leave space between the garments if
possible.



Do not place shoes or similar items on the shoe
rack in such a way that they obstruct the air flow.



Avoid drying heavy items of clothing together
with lighter items as they have very different
drying times.



Make sure not to hang knitted items. These will
stretch as they are heavy when wet. Instead, lay
these items flat on top of the hanging rails.



Avoid hanging textiles that are dripping or
soaking wet, as the drying cabinet is not
intended to collect large volumes of water. This
also leads to unnecessarily long drying times.
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Drying tips:






Always follow the washing machine
instructions on garments, if they are
provided.
If fabric softener or an antistatic product is
used then follow the manufacturer’s
instructions
Remove washing that is already dry. This
will reduce the drying time for the remaining
items.

CAUTION!

Do not dry articles that
have been previously cleaned in,
washed, soaked or splashed with
petrol, or other flammable/ explosive
substances, as they give off vapours
that could ignite or explode.

NOTE. Initially the door seal may be
slightly squashed as a result of the
packaging process. This will normally
restore to full flexibility with the
application of heat generated by the
drying cabinet.
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DRYING PROGRAMMES
The drying cabinet is equipped with two automatic programmes:


NORMAL DRY



EXTRA DRY

The automatic programmes switch the drying process off automatically when the items of clothing are dry.

SELECT A PROGRAMME


NORMAL DRY: Used for drying garments of normal thickness.



EXTRA DRY: Used for drying thicker garments.

START THE PROGRAMME


LAST USED DRYING PROGRAMME
Press the ON/OFF Switch to the ON position – indicated by the display screen lighting up.
After a few seconds the display shows the most recently run programme. If this is the desired
programme, press START/STOP.
Or to choose the alternative drying programme, press UP or DOWN with the arrow keys, then start
the drying programme with the START/STOP button.



DOOR OPEN
If the door is open when the drying programme is started (by pressing the START/STOP button),
the display shows “CLOSE DOOR”.
Close the door and the selected drying programme will start.



IN OPERATION
The animated symbol (bar) on the left-hand side of the display indicates that the drying process is
in progress.



WATER CATCHMENT TANK
If the water catchment tank becomes full, the drying process is immediately stopped and the display
will show “CHECK WATER TANK”. Empty the water tank and re-start the drying process.



COOLING
During the cooling period the display shows “COOL” and begins counting down the remaining time
of 5 minutes.



PROGRAMME END
When the cooling period has ended, the drying process is finished, and the display shows the text
“END” (flashing).
When the START/STOP button is pressed after the door is opened, the current programme is
stopped and the display shows the most recently used programme.

NOTE. In stand-by mode, the display goes off
after 15 minutes and lights up again when any
of the buttons on the control panel are activated
or the door is opened.
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NOTE.
Empty the water catchment
tank after each drying process.
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DRYING PROGRAMMES
STOP THE PROGRAMME
To discontinue a drying process that is in progress, press START/STOP.

INTERRUPTING THE PROGRAMME
If the door is opened when the drying process is running, the drying process will continue for a further 5
minutes. The display will show “CLOSE DOOR” and a programme pause period of 5 minutes will be
counted down.
If the door is closed within this 5 minute period, the drying process continues. If the door is left open, the
drying process is discontinued after 5 minutes and has to be re-started manually.

ADJUSTING THE DRYING PROGRAMMES
There are ways of optimising the drying cabinet’s two automatic programmes in relation to the existing
installation conditions.
This is done by adjusting the parameter values for the automatic programme concerned on the control
panel.
This is only to be done if you find that:


The washing is not dried sufficiently



The washing is over-dried

INTRODUCTION
The drying cabinet is equipped with two automatic programmes, normal and extra dry. To decide when
the washing is dry, a measured value is compared with a factory-set parameter; parameter P 2072 for
automatic programme normal dry and parameter P 2071 for automatic programme extra dry. It is
primarily these two parameters that are adjusted to optimise the drying process of the automatic
programmes.
If you find the washing is not dried sufficiently in:


Automatic programme normal dry, the parameter value for P 2072 is reduced.



Automatic programme extra dry, the parameter value for P 2071 is increased.

If you find that washing is over-dried in:


Automatic programme normal dry, the parameter value for P 2072 is increased.



Automatic programme extra dry, the parameter value for P 2071 is reduced.

Optimisation of the drying process must always take place in small steps, start by adjusting the parameter
concerned by 1 - 2 units up or down, then check the result after the next drying process and, if required,
make further adjustments.
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ADJUSTING THE DRYING PROGRAMMES
PROCEDURE
The drying cabinet’s parameter list is accessed through the control panel. The parameter list is shown as
follows: - On the top row of the display, the current value is shown, e.g. P 2017.
- On the bottom row, the set value of the parameter is shown.
1.

Make sure that the main ON/OFF switch of the drying cabinet is in the OFF position (the display is not
lit).

2.

Hold down the UP and DOWN buttons and press the main ON/OFF switch to the ON position.
The display lights up and shows the parameter P 105 and the factory-set value for the P 105.

3.

The row with the parameter concerned flashes on the display.

4.

Step through to the parameter concerned by pressing on the UP or DOWN button repeatedly.
If you go too far, all you need to do is continue selecting forward until the display shows the correct
parameter.

5.

When the display shows the correct parameter, e.g. P 2072, press START/STOP to confirm the
parameter selection.
The row now flashes with the set value of the parameter.

6.

Increase or reduce the parameter value using the UP or DOWN buttons.

7.

To save the set value, press START/STOP.

8.

To return to the operating value, press the DOWN arrow and START/STOP.

The factory buttons will be saved and the display will show the most recently run programme.
NOTE. If you wish to restore the parameter list to the factor setting:
1.

Go to the parameter display mode as describe in steps 1 - 2 above.

2.

Hold down the UP and DOWN buttons and press START/STOP.

CARE
CLEANING

REPLACEMENTS PARTS

The walls of the cabinet should be cleaned
with a mild soap solution and a damp cloth.

If the connecting cable is damaged for any
reason, it must be replaced immediately.

The shoe rack must be removed for each
drying process and the cleaning filter below
the rack should be cleaned with the brush
supplied.

All genuine parts can be obtained from the drying
cabinet dealer.
NOTE. A replacement lead may only be
installed by the manufacturer, the
manufacturer’s service agent, or another
authorised electrician.

NOTE. High-pressure cleaning should not
be used.
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CARE
HOW TO DEAL WITH MINOR FAULTS

Questions

What you can do

The drying cabinet does not work

1. Check that the mains lead is connected to a power
socket.
2. Check power to the socket and plug fuse.
3. Have you pressed the start button?
4. Is the door closed?
5. Is the water tank in position and empty?

The display shows:

1. Empty the water tank.
2. Check that the lid is fitted so that the float arm
protrudes out of the opening in the lid and the arm runs
freely.
3. Check that the water tank is aligned so that the float
arm is inside the box.
4. If none of the above works, the safety switch for a
defective pump may have been activated. If so, a
service technician must be called in.

The display shows an alarm/error code

This should normally never happen, but if an alarm or
error code appears, try first to reset the alarm by
holding down the start/stop button for 5 seconds. If the
problem persists, call in a service technician.

Drying takes too long

1. Clean the cleaning filter (preferable to be done after
each drying process).
2. Check that the water tank is empty.
3. Check that the correct programme has been selected
for the type of washing.
4. Saturated (poorly spun) laundry items.
5. Check that the cabinet is not overloaded with washing.

The washing does not dry effectively

1. Check that the correct programme has been selected
for the type of washing.
2. Check that the cabinet is not overloaded with washing.
3. Adjust the parameters P 2072 and P 2071 according to
the section on parameter adjustment (pages 12-13).

The sealing strip does not seal tightly/ the
door is ajar

1. Check that the cabinet is level. Check with a spirit level,
adjust with the adjusting feet if necessary.
2. Check that the cleaning filter and its holder are correctly
installed. The holder must be pressed down towards the
heat pump unit below to seal properly.
3. Check that no debris, grit or similar material has ended
up below the holder of the cleaning filter, as this will
prevent it from sealing properly.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Capacity:

approx. 4 kg washing (cotton)

Dewatering capacity:

22 g/min

Electrical connections:

single-phase 220-240 V, 50 Hz, 10A

Ouput:

900W

Capacity of main fan:

945 m ³/h (free flow)

Capacity of secondary fan:

160 m ³/h (free flow)

Hanging length:

16 metres

Dimensions:

Height: 1930 mm (plus 15 mm adjustment)
Width: 595 mm
Depth: 663 mm (overall with pull handle 689 mm)

Weight:

95 kg

Sound level:

A-weighted emission sound pressure level is less than 70 dB(A)

Leaktightness test:

28 bar

This product contains fluorinated greenhouse gases:
Type of refrigerant:

R407C

Quantity of refrigerant:

0.30 kg

Total global warming potential factor:

1774

CO₂ equivalents:

0.532t

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND DRYING TIMES
WHEN DRYING SPUN WASHING*
Program

Energy consumption
kWh/kg washing

Drying time

Temp. maximum

NORMAL

0.2

90 min

55°C

EXTRA DRY

0.4

120 min

55°C

* Given values may vary depending on:


Spin speed of washing machine



Temperature and air humidity of room



Air circulation in the room (supply air, exhaust air)

MANUFACTURING STANDARDS

ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM

See details on the cabinet’s data plate.

The electrical circuit diagram can be obtained from
the distributor. See contact details on page 2.
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EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Peko House
Northbridge Road
Berkhamsted
Herts.
HP4 1GE
Tel: 01442 872323

Fax: 01442 866900

www.pekodryingcabinets.co.uk

